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About This Game

Ray of Light - Horror game, the game takes place at night, the main character returns home after hard work, but the gasoline in
the car ends at the most inopportune moment. Forced to stop near an unfamiliar house, hoping to ask for some fuel for the car,

was completely absorbed by the horrors of darkness. Your every action has its consequences, be careful!
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Now you have access to a free DLC, where you are already in the role of a hunter! But do not assume that you are already
invulnerable, be careful and enjoy your hunt.

 Interesting Game Mechanics

 Сlear story and interesting moments
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 English voice of the main character and characters

 Beautiful graphics

 Simple control

 Two languages

The game challenges you, can you accept this challenge and not lose?
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Title: Ray of Light
Genre: Indie
Developer:
SAFING
Publisher:
SAFING
Release Date: 12 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® Core i3-7300

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 950 / AMD Radeon R7 370

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1540 MB available space

Sound Card: Compatible with DirectX 9.0с

English,Russian
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aWesome Game :D. The devs obviously sat down and watched that one scene in Aliens and said "Let's make a game about that."
You're Lieutenant William Gorman!

Taken directly in that context, this game succeeds quite well atmospherically. The console is chunky lo-fi-sci-fi and the
viewscreen reminds of the installation map they looked at in the movie. This is a nice way for an indie developer to get away
with less compelling graphics in the viewscreen. The game continually reminds you that you're not personally with the squad.
Your video, audio, data connections fluctuate and commands sometimes aren't heard.

The gameplay is quite good in that you have a small squad of highly specialized guys (you can customize them a bunch) and you
have to micromanage them carefully to succeed. The game is very challenging but I find I've usually lost due to a moment of
carelessness, in classic roguelike fashion.

Excellent replayability. I've won, I've lost many times, and I'm still playing it and having new experiences each time. It's
enjoyable to fail, tweak your squad members, and try again.

The flavor text generation is a nice touch. The ship logs, the overarching story, the alien descriptions, the enemy characteristics,
and the lengthy descriptions for all of the above, are quite well done. Though much of it doesn't really matter from a gameplay
perspective I still enjoy reading about it.

The enemies are different each game, sometimes quite substantially. It might be ice zombies, ethereal specters, leaping hordes,
etc. Between each of the 4 ships in the campaign, you have a chance to buy equipment. Your purchasing decisions are based
largely on how well you have investigated the ships, and how much you have learned about the enemy's strengths and
weaknesses. Reading the logs is really quite important, and making decisions based on them will make or break your campaign.

Recommended!. Just idle for achievements. Decent game with nice visuals, and a realistic flight model. A wide variety of planes
and scenarios. Pretty cheap for what you get, too.

But it comes with YUplay malware, and not even a warning about this on the store page, so thumbs down from me. Developers,
publishers, or whoever else is responsible need to learn that this is not acceptable. Apparently you can get it without this on
GOG, so go there to buy it.. AMAZING fun with friends! It's like BomberMan meets Mario Party! I'm excited to stream this,
this was such a great experience! Will definitely be playing this on a regular basis! Keep up the great work, David! 9/10.
Absolutely the most thought provoking game ever made. Along with the Beginner's Guide, it puts all other "walking sims" to
shame. Absolutely brilliant. Davey Wreden is the Charlie Kaufman of game developers, a true artist.. Easy to learn hard to
master :) Good for a quick break, brings back memories of the classic Arkanoid.
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Fun questions but it is not good that they changed it so there is 5000 achievements. That removes all the seriousness in the game
and that is just sad to see.. Having to put some time into the characters, in order to learn the game mechanics, and also,
problems with matchmaking, but overall, I'm in love with this game! Love it!. its okay but it seems like its one of those cheap
games on the app store... And if it was free then hek ya get itbut its costs money so NOOOOO. This is singlehandedly the worst
game i have ever had in my library and a piece of impudence to offer it to the market..

0\/10. X-17 is execrable to the moon and back. This game is very loud and obnoxious since the sound effects come flying out of
nowhere with absolutely no warning. The enemy AI is overwhelmingly broken because the aliens that you battle just stand in
place. This game is undenyingly buggy since you are allowed to walk through walls and out of the map. There are little amounts
of good things in this game. The graphics are adequate and your character controls fine, but your weapons are completely
broken. When you shoot at an enemy with any gun, it takes so many hits to kill them. X-17 is also horrendously overpriced since
its pricetag is 15 dollars. X-17 isn't worth 15 dollars and is a waste of money for your Steam wallet.

4\/10. If you can get this at a deep discount, it won't feel like a rip-off. I got it cheap, thankfully. That said, I didn't particularly
enjoy the majority of this bundle. The Lake House had an okay story (for a Hidden Object Game (HOG)), but all the rest either
had awful stories (Mexicana) or boring\/lazy stories (Kronville Stolen Dreams. Plot twists are cringe-worthy, and the characters
weren't interesting or very likable in any of the games. A few of the puzzles were fairly nonsensical as well (pouring pepper on
an octopus...).

The art in these games is on par with most decent HOGs, and visually, they look pretty good. That said, with so many HOGs out
there, the only reason to play through this collection is just to play through some HOGs you haven't completed before. I cannot
imagine myself revisiting any of these games in this bundle except for The Lake House. Replaying other HOGs would generally
be far more fun in my opinion.

In closing, I cannot stress enough how stupid Mexicana's storyline is, though. The big reveals are maddening.. Sorry to say this
developers of Head Shot,
but I think your game kinda sucks. Its glitchy and laggy and theres no on online!

Its a 2/10.. If you tired of collecting money in game for buying some ship, this dlc might help you.. also buy when this dlc is
-50% off. it's great!. I really like this game, it reminds me of Time Crisis but obviously much better. The first level is just the
demo with a boss fight and it runs great, but level two gives me serious frame rate issues, to the point where turning my head
gives me a headache. If that gets patched I'd say this might be the best shooter on vive I've played so far (And yes, I played
serious sam). Love the game, can't wait for that patch.
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